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Company LM.NT was founded in 1999 and his activity is the manufacturing 

of blending gaz systems for divers and diving centers. Its products, reco-

gnized worldwide for their advanced technology, often copied, but never 

equaled, are extremely reliable, efficient and safe. Whether making Nitrox, 

Trimix or Heliair for technical diving, LM.NT blenders provide their users 

with increased safety, ease, economy and profitability for their diving cen-

ter. 

The LM.NT range consists of four mixers, all of which benefit from the CE 

certification. From the « base » blender, the first step in the production of 

Nitrox to the « King » blender, with its proprietary software, either fixed or 

for expedition, each LM.NT product will provide you a solution to meet your 

objectives. 

Whether for personal or professional solution, make the choice of safety 

and technology with LM.NT blenders. 

Nitrox Trimix gaz blenders 

SAFETY * RELIABILITY * PERFORMANCE * ECONOMY 
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With the development of technical diving with Nitrox and Trimix, the need for a 

system to provide gas mixture in a safe and economical way is obvious to diving 

centers who want to grow their business and provide service quality to their cus-

tomers. 

By using LM.NT blenders you make sure you are equipped with a high-tech sys-

tem, with proprietary software, safe, and already installed in more than 30 coun-

tries worldwide. LM.NT blenders are CE certified and have a fast and efficient 

Base blender 

Direct Nitrox production up to 40%, with your compressor. 
Easy to install and use. 
Continuous filling 
Works with all compressors from  100 to 600L/min. 

CE certification 

Genius blender 

Easy to install and use for Nitrox blending, with electronic 

control and proprietary software management.. 
24v Power supply by the compressor or separated. 
Diving simulation with the integrated software to find the 

best mix. 
Visual and sound alarms. 
Software sensor management. 
Automatic disconnection in case of anomaly 
 
CE certification 

King blender 

Easy to install and use for Nitrox and Trimix blending, with 

electronic control and proprietary software management.. 
24v Power supply by the compressor or separated. 
Diving simulation with the integrated software to find the 

best mix. 
Visual and sound alarms. (Hypoxia et hyperoxia) 
Software sensor management. 
Automatic disconnection in case of anomaly 
 
CE certification 

Expedition/Boat blender 

Nitrox and Trimix blending, same as the King, but por-

table version, or suitable for boat installation. 
Automatic shut-off in option 

CE certification 

With many years of R & D behind them, LM.NT blenders ensure a perfect safety. 

They mix and control the gas flow, before it is sucked by the compressor and 

compressed in cylinders. Thus, the oxygen and helium bottles are completely 

emptied. No loss, a lot of savings.  

The system is completely transparent to air inflation. It requires very little mainte-

nance and is suitable for all compressors from 100 to 850 liters / minute. It is also 

customizable to fit your exact needs, and it is also scalable : LM.NT allows you to 

upgrade your installation from the base to the Genius and King. 


